
About Us
DNSSense is a cyber security vendor company 
established in London, UK, in 2012.Its primary 

focus is internet traffic security on the DNS layer. 
With the cyber security solutions which have been 

on constant enhancement and progression, 
has gained a significant position in the DNSSense 

cyber security sector. proves DNSSense 
its importance by its references to various industries.
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How does Secure DNS work?

Cloud Security

Dynamic Security Protection which could be
deployed in seconds - Cloud Solution

Robust and Powerful Defense
Prevent and block phishing, DNS& e-mail 
spoofing, ransomware, botnet, DGA domain, 
and any malicious activity. Prepare a fully 
customizable or use a pre-made security 
profile.

Fullest Extent of DNS Traffic with Precision 
in One Screen
Have a grasp of network traffic with precise 
domain classification thanks to the dynamic, 
broad database.

Easy Deployment and Integration to 
Existing Assets
Integrate our cloud solution easily without 
changing any existing configurations in your 
network and security assets, and this service 
can be sustained to a device and sustained of 
the network.

DNS&Security Gap Visibility

Detailed DNS Traffic and Security Analysis 

Managed Detective & Response, Vulnerability 
Analysis and Management - On Premise Solution

Advanced DNS Visibility
Detect each infected device that generates 
malicious requests by collecting your DNS logs on 
the local server

Security Gap Analysis
Test the performance of security assets against the 
existing malicious activities in your network and 
prepare a detailed report about flaws in the security.

SIEM Integration
Integrate it to SIEM, compatible with all SIEMs in the 
market, and decreases the EPS cost by 999/1000.

Malware Sinkhole and EDR integration 
Act as a command centre to access data about the 
malicious software and the computer with the 
malicious request.

Domain/IP Enrichment
Gather Detailed Information about the domains 
that are visited in your network, including the firstly 
seen ones.

Threat Hunter
Detect the infected file that generates the 
malicious request.
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Secure DNS

Step 1) Users create an account and register to 
dispense on dnssense.com. After registration, users 
forward their DNS queries to the Local DNS server.
Step 2) The local DNS server forwards the queries 
to the DNS Sense's DNS servers on the cloud.
Step 3) With the institution's public IP address, 
packets enter DNS Sense DNS servers.
Step 4) The predefined security policies are 
applied to the institution's public IP address as 
described on the DNS Sense portal. Custom 
security profiles can be developed, or existing ones 
can be modified. The public IP address appears on 
the reports.
Step 5)The categorization process is carried 
through on Secure DNS. The response will depend 
on the category of the domain and the security 
profile.
Step 6) The DNS traffic will be reported in real-
time. If there is a blocked request, a block page will 
be returned instead of the requested page 
containing the reason for restraining.

DNS&Security Gap Visibility

Step 1) Users send DNS queries to DNS & Security 
Gap Visibility installed locally. DNS log collection 
implemented.
Step 2) DNS query contains only source IP address. 
For Source IP - MAC - Hostname - User matching, DNS 
& Security Gap Visibility reads and analyzes Active 
Directory security log and DHCP logs.
Step 3) DNS requestsape sent to the cloud from DNS 
& Security Gap Visibility. Domain classification service 
is carried through.
Step 4) Cloud returns the responses of requests 
depending on the domain category to the DNS & 
Security Gap Visibility.
Step 5) If any malicious activity is detected, the 
security gap testing/simulation will be conducted 
between DNSSense's cloud and DNS and Security 
Gap Visibility. Then a report will be generated locally.
Step 6) This report will be sent to the SIEM. 

DNS Layer Security Platform and
Threat Intelligence

DNSSense is a DNS Layer Security Platform focused on 
protecting your network against any malicious wherever each user visits and 

providing detailed analysis about the internet trafc of the whole network 
on the DNS layer. This detailed analysis includes reporting the current 

security assets' performances against the existing malicious activities detected 
on your network. ’s database receives the DNS trafc of more than DNSSense

4500 companies and 1 million unique users from 76 different countries 
and has a 99% precision rate in domain categorization. 

’s threat database updates itself by crawling 5 billion DNSSense
Subdomains and 450 million domains every day and has its own AI engine. 
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